Quick Transforms with Automatic Update

With SigmaPlot’s Quick Transforms (Analysis > Quick Transforms, or the Shift-F10 keys), you can enter a one-line transform equation
   a) by clicking into the worksheet, and into the function palette.
   b) with the keyboard.

The Quick Transforms equations will be saved in the Notebook.
To see if a worksheet has Quick Transforms attached, open the worksheet, and open the Quick Transform edit box.

Automatic Update:
You see the “Auto on” and “Updating” checkboxes.
If these are on, the transform values will be recalculated and updated upon each change in the source data - col(1) in this case.

Important:
To enable this, you must set the “Enable auto updating of transforms” checkbox in Main > Options > General. You can also modify the recalculation delay there (in seconds).
Options
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- Novice prompting
- Fast page open
- Automatic legends
- Retain notebook settings
- Retain window states
- Startup Screen

- Backup files with extension .SNB
- Save AutoRecover into every 10 minutes
- Enable auto updating of transforms 1 seconds
- New notebooks use Excel workbook